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No matter if you're Muslin or not, this short audiobook will tell you the basics of Islam everyone

should know! Over 30 common questions answered like: Is there such a thing as moderate Islam?

What caused the rise of Islamic extremism? Is the behavior of ISIS representative of the religion of

Islam? Dogan Can, a faithful Muslim of Turkish origin, writes about his experiences and shares his

knowledge with you.
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I picked up this book because at some point in my undergraduate studies, I did a research paper on

religion and Islam was one of them. At that time, I wasnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t able to get a book that

poured it all out at once so most of my research were through google. I still managed to finish my

research work but if I had this book then, my write up would have been way better.Anyways, I love

what Dogan has done with this book. He has even gone further to give a list of resources (books)

that a starter would reference alongside his own book -ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Islam for

BeginnersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•. This to me was special from the point of view that he was not only

interested in writing a book for the sake of getting it out to the market but to actually help his target

audience deeply understand Islam in all its aspects: religion, cultural practices, a little touch on

gender(women) issues and so much more.I highly recommend this book an Islam beginner, a lover

of religious studies or just a college student doing their research on Muslim as a culture and Islam

as a religion.



I liked it, but I couldn't say that I loved it. It's a good beginners guide to get to know this religion, very

informative too but I just didn't really like the style of how this book is written. It's basically small

chapters with an answer to chapter's headline question and everytime a question pops into my mind

I go to google for an explanation. Except that it is very informative and actually I would recommend

this book for everyone, not only for those who are interested in this religion, because these days

there are a lot of people asocciate bad people with islam because of the religion but this book would

let them know what is is about and that religion itself doesn't have anything to do with these people.

I am not a Muslim but it was nice learn this religion. I had very little understanding on Islam and this

book has explained in detail about Islam and I now understand their faith. I am challenged by how

Islam faith give great importance on prayers. I understand Islam is a peaceful religion and we

should not judge Muslims by the way terrorist behave. I am enlightened on this, thanks to the

author.

Being a complete beginner with no prior knowledge of Islam, I learned many things from this book. It

covers a lot of different topics, but what I found most interesting was the similarities between the

Bible and Quran, in the Prophets section of the book. Would definitely recommend to beginners or

people interested in Islam. It's not too in-depth, which makes it perfect for this reason. Other than

occasional spelling and grammar mistakes, it's a good read.

For somebody who has no Islamic background and much knowledge, this book was helpful in

teaching me about the Islamic culture. The media today gives Islam a horrible reputation but it is

important to understand the other side, an entirely new perspective. While I wish the book explained

the religion's history a bit more, I did find the rituals and practices were written in an interesting and

easy to understand way. This is a cool read if you want to learn something new.

This is very good book study about the beginners of islam. This book show a right path to

understand it.There is no argumenrt about religion as long as we do not harm others nor influence

them in a bad way. I like how this book discusses about islam and its basic practices. At least they

already have disclaimer about some errors found therein so there needs to be no fuss about it.

This book is an outstanding look regarding religion, faith, and practices. I am Christian, however I

have met a few Muslims but never truly understood their culture. It is a brief but very informative



read and the author illustrates so many different aspects of their practices. A good read for those

who are looking to further their understanding with an open mind.

This book is just perfect for beginners in Islam. I have recently embraced Islam as i am in love with

this Muslim guy. I did it to understand his religion and their rituals. I must say,book is well written

with detailed explainations and it is very easy for me to connect to Islam through this wonderful

book. Respect for this book.
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